
Consent to the processing of personal data within the scope of communication via  
https://www.avaclinic.lv/lv/kontakti.html 

 
I hereby confirm that by clicking the Send button: 

- I give my consent to sending my personal data specified in the form provided herein 

to AVA Clinic SIA as the Controller so that AVA Clinic SIA can use such personal data 

for the purposes of communicating with me, responding to me, or reacting to my 

comments, questions, requests or appointment bookings;  

- provision of my personal data is voluntary and the consent thereto is given freely, 

besides I also retain the right to ask questions, to make requests, to submit 

documents or test results during a personal visit;  

- I am aware that I have the right to refuse to give the aforementioned consent and to 

provide my personal data, as well as to withdraw my consent at any time by sending 

an e-mail to AVA Clinic SIA ava.riga@avaclinic.lv from the e-mail address specified in 

this request;  

- before sending my personal data, I have had a possibility to familiarize myself with 

the Customer Privacy Policy approved by AVA Clinic SIA and available on the website 

of AVA Clinic SIA at https://www.avaclinic.lv which provides more detailed 

information about the processing of my personal data to be performed after this 

submission of my personal data. I hereby confirm that I have properly understood all 

information contained in this Privacy Policy; 

- I am at least 18 years old and I hereby transfer only my own personal data to AVA 

Clinic SIA, and I have been informed and am aware that exchange of information 

online is never completely safe.  

 

AVA Clinic SIA encourages you to give careful consideration before sending us any data 

concerning your health and any other particularly sensitive information. At the same time we 

would like to point out that AVA Clinic SIA is implementing technical and organizational 

measures to ensure as safe communication as possible via its website. 
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